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Introduction
Reflections on the essence of transforming networks (t-networks) start from the concept of a t-network the characteristics of which were first developed and presented at the International Conference SYPRO'90 in Warsaw, and then in a series of other works (Krupa, 2000 (Krupa, , 2002 (Krupa, , 2010 . In this article, the author's attention is focused:  on the monitoring of logical operations of key importance for their synchronization and feasibility in various phases of technological processes; for methodological reasons, processing objects are abstract orders (representing production tasks) executed on resources without detailed resource characteristics,  on the logical modeling of technological operations in the simplified language of the algebra of logic functions 1 so that they imitate the basic technological operations of assembly and disassembly, technological operations of shaping the form of resources through the selection of the de- 1 So-called Boolean functions. sired properties of their characteristics, as well as storage and transport operations,  and on the issue of the multitasking of the network in terms of its proper functioning with respect to the determinants guaranteeing execution of the order flow directed towards the implementation of its input, transmission and output cooperation buffers.
Construction and operation of the transforming network
The t-network is constructed on the basis of experience gathered during experiments performed on the flow models of production systems (Ostrowska, Krupa, 2014 , 2017 ) and on experience from colored Petri nets simulations (Krupa, 2002) . It seems to eliminate ambiguity met in event modeling performed with marker flow through positions and transitions in Petri nets. The possibility of applying many practical constraints to its structure is one of the essential t-network advantages. T-network directly refers to the concept of scheme operating tasks (SOT) 2 .
In classical SOTs, this is represented by a network of partial tasks, implemented in parallel block diagrams (PBDs) 3 , linked by alternating and parallel links (concentrating and scattering). Likewise, theoretical models of the t-network also occur. 2 Operational schema of a task (OST)  a structure in which the tasks performed are uniquely linked to their order, alternation, concurrency and cyclicality 3 Block synchronous scheme (BSS)  a schema constructed from operational boxes performing transformational tasks (e.g., arithmetic or technological) and from logical boxes performing two or n-valued functions of the predicate domain attributed to its arithmetic or technological counterparts.
In the case of the t-network, we have to deal with the flow of orders between buffers which are accompanied by a change in the conditions of production resources and associated logic models of technological operations.
Orders and resources are represented in the tnetwork by ordering production tasks, while the task execution process is monitored (modeled) by the order flow through the B X production buffers and logic operations of the logic algebra functions (LAF) performed on these jobs by the t-network.
The basic elements of the construction of t-networks are:  Alternative concentering and scattering transformers ( Fig. 2a, 2b ) parallel concentric and scat-
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 Production buffers (or B X production orders in memory buffers) that store collections of orders for X representing products and their variants (e.g., a, b,... j) already made or for products to be made. Product orders are stored in supply, transmission and receiving buffers (see Fig. 2e , 2f, 2g) in the form of orders describing the input and output products, defining the number of products and their priority indicating the priority of the production order X of the product in the transformer serving the given buffer from the B X buffer feed side or from the order picker X side of the B X buffer.
A properly constructed t-network should have at least one supplier buffer, B S (Fig. 2e ), a necessary number of transmission buffers, B T (Fig. 2f ), and at least one receiver buffer, B R (Fig. 2g ), connected to transformers. Transformers perform their logical operations on orders received from supplying, transmission or receiver buffers. The requirement for a technology operation is the availability in the supply buffers ( Fig. 2e ) of orders made in sufficient quantity to execute orders in transmission or receiver buffers.
It is important to remember the different behavior of the 4 types of transformers:  alternative concentering,  alternative scattering,  parallel concentering,  and parallel scattering.
If an alternate combination of the starting process operations of the transformer alternative (focusing or diffusing) cannot be completed (no space in the receiver buffer)  the order of the transformer without change returned to the input buffers  it means that the transformer alternative has not been used to implement any order assigned to it by the t-network operating system.
If no parallel (simultaneous) combination of output operations of a given parallel transformer (concentrating or scattering) can to be realized (no space in the receiver buffers)  the transformer's orders are unal-tered back to the input buffers  it means that the parallel transformer has failed any order assigned to it by the t-network operating system.
The above two key determinants of the t-network performance will be presented in the examples of the transformer network shown in Fig. 3a . Due to the necessity of ensuring efficient processes of order transformation in the t-network, it is necessary to monitor all operations concerning orders, production buffers and logical transforming functions characterizing each of the transformers. Transformers are not capable of performing any alternate and concurrent logical expressions since all the production orders stored in the buffers (Fig. 3a) have an initial value of 0 (the buffers at the beginning of the simulation experiment do not contain any production orders; they are simply empty). 
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Determinants of monitoring technological operations in the transforming networks
The presented t-network includes different types of elements:  transformers:
-alternative concentering transformers T V> (Fig. 2a ),
-alternative scattering transformers T V< (Fig. 2b) ,
-parallel concentering transformers T &> (Fig. 2c) -and parallel scattering transformers T &< (Fig. 2d ),  transformers cannot be directly connected to each other. An alternative transformer concentering T V> can have multiple inputs and one output; an alternative transformer scattering T V< can only have one input and one multiple outputs,  a single input and one output transformer is called a transmission transformer and is designated T = ,  transformers, for the purpose of controlling the processing of resources, have a collection of alternative technological orders and run according to their priorities for the execution of these orders,  buffers cannot to be directly connected to each other,  buffers have a priori defined maximum storage capacity stored technology  in addition to each buffer, there may be associated indicators set to minimal and optimal order fulfillment to protect the continuity of the network's operation which can be measured by the total waiting time of transformers for successive orders,  appropriate strategies for initiating transformations of orders and their distribution in buffers of t-nets,  channels alternately connecting transformers and buffers,  logical functions describing alternative -convergent processing of orders in transformers;
 priorities determining the order of processing orders from the production order buffers (in this example the priority of the buffer selection is marked with "*"),  a t-network system operating the production orders targeted to B X buffers. The task of the tnetwork operating system is to maintain it in a state of technological equilibrium, guaranteeing optimum use of production orders, the working time of the logic transformers, and the buffer capacity of the production orders B X . Fig. 3a1 shows an example of the initial state of the t-network performing concurrent and cyclic technological processes on orders stored in its 10 buffers: Table 3b1 technology states t-network. In step 4 (yellow background) in the buffers indicated in sequence numbers 2, 3, 5-9, there appears in the following order 2b, 1c, 2e, 1h and 2i generated by the transformers 1, 3, 4 and 5. Table 3b2 technology states t-network. Figure 3a2 . The initial state of the t-network implementing concurrent and cyclical processes on the orders stored in the 10 buffers; the t-network state in Fig. 3a2 corresponds to phase 5 stored in Table 3b2 (Group II) (source: own elaboration) In step 8 (yellow background) in the buffers indicated in sequence numbers 4, 6, 9, 10 there appears in the following order 1d, 1f, 2i and 2j generated by the transformers 2, 3, 5 and 6. Fig. 3a3 shows an example of the initial state of the t-network performing concurrent and cyclic technological processes on orders stored in its 10 buffers: Resource processing is achieved by means of distributed and centralized logic transformers. Monitoring, transformation and displacement of orders are recorded in Table 3b3 technology states t-network. Figure 3a3 . The initial state of the t-network implementing concurrent and cyclical processes on the orders stored in the 10 buffers; the t-network state in Fig. 3a3 corresponds to phase 9 stored in Table 3b3 (Group III) (source: own elaboration) number of orders generated by the available transformers during the transformation phase In step 12 (yellow background) in the buffers indicated in sequence numbers 8 and 9 there appears in the following order 1h, 2i generated by the transformers 4 and 5. Fig. 3a4 shows an example of the initial state of the t-network performing concurrent and cyclic technological processes on orders stored in its 10 buffers: Table 3b4 technology states t-network. Figure 3a4 . The initial state of the t-network implementing concurrent and cyclical processes on the orders stored in the 10 buffers; the t-network state in Fig. 3a4 corresponds to phase 12 stored in the Table 3b4 (Group IV) (source: own elaboration) In step 16 (yellow background) in the buffer indicated in sequence number 10 there appears only one order 2j generated by the transformer 6.
It is worth noting that with each successive cycle (group), the number of transformers available decreases, thus meaning the closure of the production process and the need for preventive action.
Products, product variants and production orders in the t-network model
A production order is formulated if it specifies:  the type of product produced (stock),
 number of repetitions (realization) of the variation, the time after which the order should be completed from the time it was commissioned. Figure 4a . An example of product and two of its varieties (source: own elaboration) A product (PRi) is a typical representative of all variants of a resource that can be created on a given set of attributes and their values. The product is interpreted as a generalized definition of technologically acceptable varieties. The product and the product variety are in the structure of the production system associated with the buffer attached to the machine.
The j variant of product PRi (designation PROi.j) is representative of a resource with predetermined characteristic values defined for the given PRi product. Some combinations of values of the characteristics are due to technological, economic or other reasons (e.g., esthetic, environmental, ethnic) are considered unacceptable; hence only predetermined product variants can be prepared. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4a . Unacceptable pairs of values for different features are indicated in the drawing by the line joining the points.
For organizational and economic reasons (Czakon, 2011; Ficoń, 2007; Krupa, Wiśniewski 2015a , 2015b , a description of a production order may be accompanied by a priority and more specific time characteristics such as, for example, the earliest and most appropriate start and end date for a batch of orders or a production order.  the number of products of the same variety (PRON),  the earliest moment in time at which the first product (order) will be delivered to the buffer,  the earliest moment in time at which the last product (order) will be passed to the buffer,  and the latest time at which the last product (order) will be sent to the buffer.
The production order is based on the product, its variety and the technology of the variety. The technology for manufacturing a given product variant clearly identifies its constituent variants (with the possibility of alternative variants). The technology for producing the variety is defined only for the non-elementary product variation (product variation calculated is taken as product orders cooperative).
Products of different types have different structures and different sets of features. Products of one kind but of different varieties have an equal set of characteristics and different values for characteristics. Products of the same variety are products of the same type  i.e., of the same structure and with the same characteristics. The product is described by:  its product identifier (Pi),  the structure (P i S) of the product expressed by the formula &-V,  a set of product characteristics (P i C),  a repertoire (sets) of product characteristics values (P i C j W).
Product structure is a form of product interpretation using a well-chosen relationship. The product structure relationship is based on the repertoire of machine operations included in the production system expected to produce this product. The structure of the product is described by:  the set of products ({P i }),
 the structure of the product (<P i R>) described by the formula &-V and the following signs: V symbolizes an alternative to the implementation of internal tasks, and & symbolizes the connotation of the implementation of internal tasks.
The structure of the product is presented in a formal way using the &-V diagrams which describe the technology of producing individual variants of this product. The expanded product structure (RSP) is also presented in a formal way using the &-V diagrams.
In the developed product structure at the highest level is the final product, and at the lowest, there are elementary products.
The product structure relationship is based on the repertoire of technology transformers (modeled by tnetwork transformers) integrated into the t-network, which is a simulation model of the production system and projected for product realization.
The structure of a product is expressed by the formula &-V in the form: The division of products into types and varieties is based on the organizational conditions (Kaleta, 2011; Korzeniowski, 2012 ) that characterize the production system, such as:  the machine may perform technological operations on a specific batch of processed products; changing this assembly to another requires the machine to be disconnected from the production system and reassembled to match the feeder and receive (feed) buffers.  machine operations may involve products of multiple varieties (for a given product type) but each processed variety of the product only belongs to the one currently being processed on the given machine.
Multitasking t-network
Multitasking is a natural feature of the t-network. To understand this, it is sufficient to interpret a single order or a group of orders as a whole, hereafter referred to as a task. We assume here that multilevel tasks can be decomposed (expansion or disintegration) into a simple task layer, and their results can be aggregated (in aggregate) in the opposite direction (from elementary products to finished products (complex resources) (Romanowska, 2011; Zawiła-Niedźwiecki, 2010 , 2014 .
T-network describes the structure of tasks and the order of their implementation, and refers to logistic issues in which the task is interpreted (connected) with the flow (and activity) of the products (resources) necessary for its implementation. The ability to flow timing tasks is an intrinsic feature of the t-network  products  more specifically, their orders  are stored in buffers. Product transformations (orders) describe the transformers; the problem is interpreting the desired (expected) products (orders) in the buffers.
Summary multitasking interpreted in the t-network is in accordance with Fig. 4a , in respect to such planning (addressing time and the appropriate buffer) and the coordinate (priority orders' buffers variants mapping transformers in accordance with the priorities of the flow of orders to be implemented according to a specific function of the target). The way in which the objective function is "transformed" into the decomposition and the placement of task streams is transformed into orders in t-buffers is usually accomplished by scenarios.
The t-network's multitasking is based on the assumption that its structure is designed for a certain task class that uniquely identifies a subset of output buffers (final tasks) and, at the same time, the task assigned to the input buffers (cooperative/input tasks) network. Each t-network buffer specifies only one task type according to its type. There may of course be many buffers of the same type of order (processing the same type of resource).
In the buffer of a given type of task, many different variants of a given task may be executed or planned. Hence, building a multitasking t-network must precede the type of task that the network will perform. For each of the defined task types, the appropriate number 358 Tadeusz Krupa of buffers with capacities to ensure a harmonized task execution must then be selected.
Functioning and products in transformer networks
The functioning of the t-network decides its internal functions' transformation that for each transformer describes the way in which the transformation takes orders entering and leaving the transformer. Since task orders are stored in buffers, two factors can be decisive for the transformation process:  the availability and ordering of orders in buffers,  and initiating job transformations (priorities) according to a set plan or strategy.
Exemplary rules for ordering order markers in buffers include LIFO, FIFO, or priorities resulting from a plan or other logistical order execution strategy.
As a result of subsequent simulations in Table 3b , there has been a systematical decrease in the number of orders initiated after the transformations (positions 48, 86, 123 and 160) and in the number of transformers available.
The operation of the t-network can be fully described by the set of transformation functions, T. The transformer network functions asynchronously activate the transformer at appropriate times and automatically lock up the overloaded jobs (buffers) of the buffers.
The condition that blocks the technological transformation of the converting transformers is that an alternative or parallel aggregate transformer (Fig. 6a) does not have a sufficient number of orders required for logical processing operations in the buffers, thus resulting in a single n-fold order.
The task of the parallel transformer T j &> is to take one input order from all buffered buffers and then convert it into one output order and simultaneously, after a certain delay  j , transfer it at the only output of the T j &> transformer to the attached buffer. This process is illustrated in Fig. 6a .
The alternative focus transformer (Fig. 6b ) or parallel has enough buffers in the supply buffers to execute logical operations that result in a single n-fold order that does not fit in the receiving buffer. The purpose of the alternative transformer is to retrieve the required number of input orders from one of the connected buffers and then convert them into one output order and simultaneously, after a certain delay  j , transfer it to the only output of the transformer T j &> to the connected buffer. This process is illustrated in Fig. 6b .
Summary
It is extremely important to be able to simulate tnetwork behavior when it handles streams of randomly generated job streams in its input buffers. Such a network should provide in its structure the feasibility of incoming tasks within the limits of time and costs.
If we assume that the t-network buffers have a limited capacity with respect to the number of stored job tags and at the same time the transformers execute a finite number of allowed transformations in a finite number of time units, then these limits also result in a finite number of possible t-network states  the current location of orders (products) in all buffers with the currently performed set of logical transforming functions.
It is easy to see that even in very small t-networks, the number of permissible states increases exponentially with respect to the number of buffers, their capacities, and the time and functional characteristics of the transformers. For example, for the t-network shown in Fig.  3a , assuming that each buffer can contain no more than two orders, the number of possible states can be estimated at about 16,000 without taking into account the effects of implementing transforming functions.
An important warning regarding constructing and modeling numerous variants of the network is the accompanying analysis of correctness conducted in accordance with the axiom of correctness. These axioms should be specified a priori before the beginning of modeling.
In each case, the problem preceding the modeling and simulation of the t-network behavior is in determining the aforementioned faultless structures which are easier and more efficient than searching for errors in already constructed t-networks. In other words, the correct functioning of any transforming network, consisting of the order buffers and the processing of these logic functions, should be preceded by a definition for the axioms of the correct function; this means there is a need to develop a specific (individual) theory for the structural-functional relationships of the elements of the transforming network theory.
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